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WHAT WE DO
Smir Group is a multinational company in construction,
trades, logistics and Real Estate in Turkey and Middle
east countries. All these services are offered by the
group. Group global HQ is located in Turkey with
regional HQs and offices in Istanbul, izmir and Kuwait
City.
Our aim is to introduce premier quality products and
increase our customers’ satisfaction.

VISION & MISSION
Vision

Creating Global Brands
The SMIR Group companies aim for creating a
strong and cohesive group that is based on strong
and knowledge-based infrastructure, using elite and
skilled work force . We believe that the SMIR Group
companies do have the ability to compete with the top
companies of this field in the world.
Dominating MENA and CIS Markets
The SMIR Group has based its business strategies
based on being the “first and the best in the regions
of the CIS and MENA». We believe that the planned
activities and the use of human resources with their
unique expertise give us the ability to be the best in
this field.

Becoming a Sustainable Enterprise
In the SMIR Group we believe that having skilled
workers and hardware infrastructures on the one hand
and well defined international strategies on the other
gives us the ability to always stand as the best and the
first. This belief is based on the existing and hidden
potentials in this group that are now more accessible
than ever and make this a reliable group of companies.

Mission
Providing people with choice and variety through high
quality products, while supporting innovation and
employment.
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CERTIFICATIONS

CONSTRUCTION &
ENGINEERING
SMIR Group has cooperated with a number of
internationally renowned companies within the country
and also has tried to extend its services outside.
Since its creations, the company has achieved to
become one of the leading general contractors in
the country providing diverse services of the highest
quality to its clients in the field of construction.
With a permanent work force of 10 engineers,
technicians and professional we have mobilized up
to 40 construction workers at our sites utilizing most
current international standards of excellence both in
quality and performance.

Since 2017 we joınt with D.M.D.A Darwish & Mariano
Design Associates which is a Kuwait based general
contracting agency with a full range of construction
styles and services.
SMIR Group has cooperated with a number of
internationally renowned companies within the country
and also has tried to extend its services outside of
Turkey.

REAL ESTATE
Smir&Co is a part of Smir Group which is active in
real estate and property management since 2005 with
new-build and off-plan properties for our clients.
We offer all properties directly from the owner to our
customers. Smir Group has an experienced team
formed from professionals at their field of construction
and investment in the region.

SUPPLY CHAIN
Smir group is an innovative, international construction
materials supplier with regional portfolios, providing
high-quality materials, our experience, professionalism,
commitment and dedication have driven our
successful transformation. The continuous trust of
our customers helped us to become who we are
today. Our core values of integrity, responsibility,
transparency, flexibility and innovation have sustained
many long-term business relationships over our active
years.
Our extensive product range requires modern,
specialized and efficient services from warehouses,
transportations to customer service. We are highly
selective in working with manufacturers that only
produce premium quality products and ensure the
best deal for each of our customers.

Product quality assurance and safe working conditions
are nevertheless vital to our corporate business ethics.
Through our clients’ feedbacks we are constantly
exploring options to determine the best combination
that meets their needs. Packaging is another crucial
aspect for smir group.
We ensure that all our products are delivered with
great care and the utmost safety within a customized
packaging that is tailored to your needs.

LOGISTICS
Delivering the Best Solutions to Achieve your Goals
Business logistics involves many strategic aspects
in addition to standard logistics activities that
include transporting, warehousing, material handling,
packaging, distribution processing, and logistics
information processing.
To meet global logistics needs, we focus on providing
strategic solutions (planning, forecast, management,
R&D, system development) in every aspect of logistics
from procurement of materials and products to the
production and sales throughout your supply chain
and demand chain. SMIR LOGISTIC will reexamine
your logistics from the customer’s perspective and
help you optimize your operations.
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Istanbul Head Office:
Dereboyu 2 Cadde Nurol Plaza No: 21/1
Maslak, Sarıyer - Istanbul / Turkey
Tel: +90 (850) 241 9161
Mobile: +90 (541) 277 1105
E-mail: smir@smirgroup.com
Ege Region Office:
Cumhuriyet Mah. Rıfat Arın St. No: 3 Yazıcı Office
3th Floor No:18 Kuşadası - Aydın / Turkey
Tel: +90 (256) 612 5210
Mobile: +90 (553) 150 1373
Europe Office:
Duisburger Str 375 - 46049 Oberhausen / Germany
Tel: +49 17684696131
Mobile: +49 20830997682
E-mail: eviocare@smirgroup.com
Mena Region Office
Gate1, 2nd Floor Salhiya Complex
Salhiya - Kuwait City / Kuwait
Tel: +965 99711656
Mobile: +965 55511335
E-mail: dmda@smirgroup.com

www.smirgroup.com
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